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Abstract: The most important element in analyzing sentiment in text is to
assign polarity to the opinion words. Polarity means the positive, negative
or neutral state of the opinion words. They are many methods or ways in
determining the polarity of an opinion words. One of the methods is using
lexicon-based method. Lexicons are digital library of opinion words
together with the polarity of the words. Basically, there are 3 methods in
developing lexicon-based approach which is manual, dictionary-based and
corpus-based. For Malay language there is no available sentiment lexicon
and also very limited sources. Thus, in this study we present the automation
lexicon generation for Malay language using the dictionary approach. The
detail description of the automation lexicon generation for Malay language
is discussed in this study.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Sentiment Lexicon, Malay Lexicon,
Automation Lexicon Generation

Introduction
In this new era the usage of social media is
increasing. People are using social media such as
Facebook, twitter and blog to interact and comment. This
has generated gigantic amount of data. These data
contain customer reviews or opinions about products and
services. This information is essential for businesses to
plan their marketing and product development. Also,
customer’s feedback on services or products will
influence the decision of other customers. Statistic shows
that Malaysia is one of the top 9 countries using social
media in the world in 2015 (Mander, 2014). About 85%
of Malaysian are using social media where 55% of these
users are using Malay language to comment and give
feedbacks (San et al., 2015). Malay language is not only
used in Malaysia but also in Brunei, Singapore,
Indonesia Philippines, central eastern Sumatra Riau
islands and Thailand. The overall number of people
using Malay in the world is around 270 million. There
are a lot of reviews and comments being upload daily in
Malay language but there is no available tools to analysis
these texts. It is time consuming and tedious for any
organization or people, to read through this online texts
and capture the orientation of these texts. Therefore it is
crucial to develop a sentiment mining tool to analysis the
sentiment in Malay texts.
Sentiment mining is a type of natural language
processing which track the mood of people on a product
or service. It is a growing research area which mainly

focus on knowledge discovery and information retrieval
from text using Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques (Liu, 2012; Ganeshbhai and Shah, 2015;
Jamaluddin, 2008). The task of sentiment analysis is to
determine the polarity of the opinion in a given text.
Polarity is the indicator of sentiments in the sentence,
which can be positive, negative or neutral opinions.
Polarity review can be divided into three levels, which are
document level, sentence level and feature level (Liu,
2012; Sadegh et al., 2012). In document level, the polarity
of the whole document will be classified into positive,
negative or neutral. Whereas, in sentence level, the whole
document is break down to sentences and the polarity each
object in the sentence is classified as positive, negative or
neural. Both, document and sentence level, classified the
polarity of the object discussed in the document or
sentence as positive, negative or neural, but it does not
explore the details of object details discussed. It does not
look into the feature or aspects about the particular object,
which user are commenting about. On the other hand,
feature level allowed more fine grain analysis and
provides more detail information about the object that
people are commenting (Tribhuvan et al., 2014). The
sentences or documents will be classified based on feature
or aspect. This approach is also known as aspect level
sentiment classification.
In order to execute opinion mining task, the polarity of
the word need to be determined. The polarity of the
opinion word can be determined by two major approaches
which is machine learning and lexicon approach
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Table 1. Lexicon generated by Hu and Liu (2004)
Adjective
Big
Small
Beautiful

(Paltoglou, 2014; Sidorov et al., 2013). Machine learning
approaches can be divided into two techniques which are
supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Supervised technique need labeled training data and test
data. The training data is used to train the classifier
whereas the test data is used to validate the performance
of the classifier used. In unsupervised technique, labeled
training data is not required. On the other hand, lexiconbased approach is to develop lexicon which comprise list
of words together with their polarity to classify the
opinion words. Lexicon method can be divided to
manual, corpus and dictionary based approach.
There are many lexicons developed for English but
limited resources and tools available for Malay text.
Alsaffar and Omar (2015) developed a Malay lexicon to
analyst sentiment in Malay text by translating English
WordNet to Malay language. Polarity are manually
annotated to these translated words and also values are
assigned to these words by Malay linguistic expert
manually. The drawback of this technique is, an English
word when translated into Malay language would have
different meaning, which will affect the polarity.
Furthermore, the developed lexicon is not automated.
The nearest language to Malay is Indonesia language.
There are several lexicon developed for Indonesia
language (Vania et al., 2014) but this lexicon cannot be
directly applied to Malay language. The morphology and
the meaning of Indonesia words are different. For an
instance the word “bisa” in Indonesia language means
“can” but in Malay language it means “poison”.
Therefore in this study we present an automation lexicon
generation method for Malay language, which are useful
in sentiment analysis tasks. Dictionary approach will be
used to develop the Malay lexicon from scratch using
annotated texts.

Polarity
Positive
Negative
Positive

Table 2. Lexicon generated by Kim and Hovy (2004)
Abysmal: NEGATIVE
[+ :0.3811][- :0.6188]
Adequate: POSITIVE
[+ :0.9999] [- :0.0484e-11
Afraid: NEGATIVE
[+ :0.0212e-04][- :0.9999
Table 3. Lexicon generated by Blair
Positive
Good_a (7.73)
Swell_a (5.55)
Naughty_a (-5.48)
Intellectual_a (5.07)

Negative
Ugly_a (-5.88)
Dull_a (-4.98)
Tasteless_a (-4.38)
Displace_v (-3.65)

The seed words polarity are arranged in two columns
which are positive and negative. This seed word is
expended by using the synset in WordNet. The synonym
words of negative will be assigned as negative and the
antonym words will be assigned as positive. The words
which are synonym with positive word will have the
same polarity. Words that are antonym to positive would
have the opposite polarity which is negative. In order to
initiate the developing the seed words, verbs and
adjectives with known polarity are selected. It is learned
that not all the synonyms and antonyms can be used, this
is due to some words that have opposite polarity and some
were neutral. This is where they came about with the idea
of measuring the sentiment instead of just assigning words
to positive, negative or neutral. The strength of the
sentiment is measured by a “+” for positive sentiment and
“-” for negative sentiment. The word silly has sentiment
strength of -0.12. The higher the value of the positive
sentiment the greater the positivity while the greater the
value of the negative sentiment represent more negativity.
Table 2 shows the output that is generated. The word
abysmal is assigned as negative since it has higher value
of negative compare to its positiveness. This method
facilitates to determine the polarity of ambiguous words.
This method is also enable the polarity to be assigned
more accurate and precisely.
Similarly Hassan et al. (2014) use a Markov random
walk model over relatedness graph which produce a
sentiment estimate for a given word. To generate the
relatedness graph it uses words synonym and hypernym
that is found in WordNet. A word is classified as
negative or positive by comparing its mean hitting time.
The sentiment weight of the word is determined by
taking the ratio between the mean of the hitting time.
Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008) use a hybrid method
to develop the lexicon which consists of two methods

Work Related
In this session, different methods of developing a
lexicon are reviewed and summarized as below.
Hu and Liu (2004) used seed words with known
positive or negative orientation and grow it with
searching of their synonym and antonym in WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1988). The synonym words share same
orientation of one another and antonym words are
opposite orientation from one another. In WordNet, the
words are arranged into bipolar clusters (Tsytsarau and
Palpanas, 2012). This mean each word synset connected
with head word synset. The lexicon generated would
have two columns which are column contain adjective
and one more column to store the words corresponding
polarity which is positive or negative. Table 1 shows the
lexicon that is generated by Hu and Liu (2004).
Kim and Hovy (2004), seed words is developed by
handcraft and the polarity is assign to those words.
The words with known polarity are listed as seed words.
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known as general lexicon sentiment classifier and
machine learning classifier. The hybrid of these two
methods is believed to optimize the system parameters
on a large data set. In ordered to construct the lexicon,
small initial seed words with their sentiment orientation
know. The small initial seed words then expanded by
referring their link of synonym and antonym in WordNet.
This method is similar with Hu and Liu (2004). In
addition to this method, each word in the lexicon is
weighted. The words are weighted with confidence
measure which uses to represent the closeness of that
particular word to positive or negative. The lexicon
generated comprises of two columns which are positive
and negative. Table 3 shows the resulted lexicon. Each
word in the lexicon is appended with simplified part of
speech tags which are adjective, adverb, noun and verb.
The calculated weigh is also present for each word in
bracket. From the positive column, the word Good
(adjective) has a weigh of 7.73. From the negative column,
the word Displace (adjective) has a weigh of -3.65.
Williams and Anand (2009) built the same structure
of lexicon as proposed by Blair. Similarly, the words in
the lexicon are appended with weigh or polarity strength.
The lexicon generated consist of two columns, a column
contain words and another column contains weight
correspond to the word. Positive and negative words are
placed in one column. Rao and Ravichandran (2009)
also proposed the similar structure where the part of
speech and weigh are append to the words.
Velikovich et al. (2010) proposed web-derived
polarity lexicon. The proposed lexicon contains phrases
with their corresponding polarity of positive, negative or
neutral. A graph propagation technique is used to append
sentiment strength to the phrases. Two sets of seed
phrases are assumed as input. The positive seed set is
denoted as P meanwhile the negative is denoted N.
Figure 1 shows the propagation algorithm to build the
graph. Figure 2 and 3 depicts the web lexicon for
positive and negative phrases respectively.
Wilson et al. (2005) used subjectivity lexicon in
Phrase-Level Sentiment Mining. The lexicon used
comprises of 8000 of subjective clues, this subjective
clues are the phrases and words used to show polarity
state. The words in the lexicon used are single word
clues. The word that is least use in context is marked as
weak subjective (weaksubj) whereas the word that is
frequent used in context is marked as strong
subjective (strongsubj). The list of the subjective
clues is further expanded using thesaurus and
dictionary. Each word or clue in the lexicon is tagged
with their prior polarity which is positive, negative or
neutral. Example of words that are tagged as neutral
are see, look and feel and intensifiers also will be
marked as neutral such as shortly. Those neutral
words are included in the lexicon because this neutral
word can be a good clue as well to detect a sentiment.

Fig. 1. Graph propagation algorithm

Figure 4 above shows the subjectivity lexicon that is
used by Wilson et al. (2005). The clues in this lexicon
are compiled from a number of sources. Some of the
clues are obtained from manually developed resources.
A large portion of the clues are collected from the work
reported by Riloff and Wiebe (2003). From Fig. 4 each
line contain one clues with it condition being stated. The
type is to differentiate whether the clue is a strongsubj or
weaksubj, len is to depict the length of the word,
word1to resemble the token or stem of the clue and pos1
is the part of speech of the clue. Stemmed1 in the file is
to let us know either word is stemmed or not and prior
polarity is to mark the clue with it polarity which is
positive, negative or neutral.
Mohammad et al. (2013) generated sentiment140
lexicon for sentiment analysis. Machine based
approach is used. Pointwise Mutual Information
(PMI) is used to generate the lexicon. From the score
the sentiment orientation can be determined, positive
sentiment would have a positive score whereas
negative sentiment would have negative score. The
corpus of sentiment140 is collected from Go et al.
(2009) and is used to generate the lexicon.
In the unigram lexicon in Fig. 5, all the entries is
single word, in bigram Fig. 6 all the entries would be
two words while in pairs lexicon-the term would be pair
such as unigram-unigram, unigram-bigram, bigramunigram or bigram-bigram. All these pairs are obtained
from large dataset of tweets. Score for the each entry
would be real number of negative and positive.
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Fig. 2. Positive web lexicon

Fig. 3. Negative web lexicon

Fig. 4. Subjectivity lexicon

Fig. 5. Unigrams pmilexicon.txt

Fig. 6. Bigrams pmilexicon.txt

Fig. 7. Qwn-ppv lexicon
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San Vicente et al. (2014) develop lexicon using
unsupervised dictionary based on method which is
known as Q-WordNet as Personalized Page ranking Vector
(QWN-PPV). This QWN-PPV method is used for the
automatic generation of the lexicon. Two approaches have
been used in this method which is generating the lexicon
from manually created seed word and generation of lexicon
from set of seed word list created by Turney and Littman
(2003). Figure 7 shows the lexicon developed from Turney
and Littman set of seed words. Each entry in the lexicon
has an id to differentiate it from other entries. Part of
speech of the word is also included with their short
form-verb (v) and adjective (a). Each entry with
positive sentiment will be append with positive (pos)
and its positive weight.
It can be seen that most of the lexicons discussed
above are developed for English. There is no lexicon
available for Malay language. Besides, that there is less
resource available on online and limited annotated text for
Malay language. In order to analyze sentiment for Malay
sentence there is a need to develop a Malay lexicon.

the other hand, employs patterns which can be found in
set of sentences or documents. Based on the patterns,
seed words are extended.
In this research we have used dictionary based
approach to develop Malay lexicon. This is due to the
factor that dictionary approach is usually more
effective and contain all the words. Besides, dictionary
approach is not domain specific which mean it is
applicable to all domains. First we have exploits a set of
tweets in Malay. The Malay tweets was annotated
manually with polarity labels. Malay lexicon (Mlex)
was developed by bootstrapping words based on their
synset relation with seed words. Synsets relation of a
word are known as synonym and antonym of the word.
In this research we have also developed Malay synset, a
database contains the collection of synonym synset
which are collected from various sources. The main
source of comes from WordNet. As an example, the
synonym for the word “kritikkan” are “komen” or
“teguran”. Since these words are synonym, it is assume
that they bring the same meaning. Hence same polarity.
Based on this initial lexicon, we have extended and
automated the process of lexicon generation.

Lexicon Methodology

Automated process of Lexicon

This Lexicon contains all the words with their
respective polarity. Polarity is the indicator of sentiments
in the sentence, which can be negative, positive or
neutral opinions. Many general lexicons have been
developed for English i.e., SentiWordNet but limited
resources for Malay. A simple and an easy method to
develop Malay lexicon is to translate the available
English lexicon to Malay. However, this method is time
consuming and also the “words” can have different
meaning which can affect the polarity of the words.
Translating polysemous words is difficult because it is
unclear which meaning to use. Example the word light in
the sentence “The phone is light”, the word light here
will be translated to “lampu” when it supposedly mean
“ringan”. The word “lampu” has the polarity of neutral
whereas the word “ringan” brings positive polarity.
Hence, translating available English lexicon to Malay
will distorted the words polarity due to polysemous
words. An important point in using lexicons is the
domain from which the word comes from. Different
domain may have different polarity for the same words.
The word “fast” when it is used in medical domain such
as “the cancer is spreading fast” its denote negative
polarity while in telecommunication domain the usage of
the opinion word “fast” brings the polarity of positive
such as “The internet is quite fast at here”.
Basically there are 3 main approaches for developing
lexicon which are manual approach, dictionary based
approach and corpus based approach. The manual
approach is tedious and time consuming. Dictionary
based approaches use synonym and antonym concept of
words. It automatically collect sentiment words based on
manually created seed words. Corpus based approach on

The preprocessed online sentence will be tagged with
POS tag as shown as the sentence below. Based on the
tagged sentence opinion words are identified. The words
which are tagged as “KA” or “KK” are considered as the
opinion words:
“|Unifi (KNK) punya (KT) kelajuan (KN) perlahan (KA)”
After the opinion word is identified and extracted, the
polarity of the word need to be determined. To determine
the polarity of the opinion word, the word extracted will
be checked in Mlex as shown in Fig. 8 flowchart and the
pseudo code given in Fig. 9. If the opinion word exist in
the Mlex the polarity of the particular word would be
assigned. If the word is not found in Mlex, it is defined
as unknown word. The synonym of the unknown word is
searched through Malay Synset database. The unknown
word may have one or more than one synonym words.
If the unknown word has one synonym word or if all
the synonym words have same polarity, the polarity of
the synonym word will be assigned directly to the
unknown word. On the other hand, if the synonym of
words have different polarity a weight age calculation
will be performed to determine the polarity of the word.
Figure 9 shows the pseudocode for automated lexicon
generation. Line 4, 5 and 6 shows the step in polarity
search where polarity search function is called to
determine the polarity of the opinion word. The size of
initial Mlex and final Mlex should not be equal as add on
of new opinion word would have taken place. In the
polarity search function, line 5 and 6 where the synonym
property of a word is used to get its polarity. Line 7
update the Mlex with the new word and its polarity.
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Fig. 8. Automated lexicon generation

For example the word laju”. The synonym word of
“Laju” is “cepat” and “merebak”; “cepat” has the
positive polarity while “merebak” has the negative
polarity. Hence, weight age calculation is used to
determine the polarity of the unknown words. The
calculation perform is by calculating the n of the
synonym words to be positive, negative or neutral. The
word which is not match to positive or negative polarity
will be assigned as neutral for the polarity. The polarity
which have the highest probability will be assigned to
the opinion word. Equation 1 shows the formula used to
calculate the weight age. Wi is the positive, negative or
neutral words while ∑w is the total words match. The
procedure of assigning polarity is to determine the
polarity of opinion word after the weight age calculation
as shown in Fig. 10. After the polarity is assigned to the
unknown word. The unknown word with its polarity
would be added to the Mlex table:
p ( wi ) = log

∑ wi
∑ w

(1)
Fig. 9. Assigning the polarity orientation of opinion words

N
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Table 4. Results of automatic word polarity prediction
Predicted positive
Predicted negative
Actual positive
46%
2%
Actual negative
11%
39%
Table 5. Result

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1

Automatic word polarity
prediction (%)
86
81
95
87

Conclusion
More and more Malaysian are buying products and
share their reviews and feedbacks on online, thus a
Malay lexicon is crucial to aid in sentiment retrieval. The
opinion from this comments will benefit product
manufacturers and consumers. Hence, in this study the
automatic lexicon generation technique has been
proposed and developed for Malay language. Since,
there is no available resources for Malay language on
online to be referred to, everything were done from
scratch. Mlex and Malay synset database is also
developed by collecting the possible synset of Malay
words from other resources such as Malay dictionaries
and Malay thesaurus which is quite tedious as Malay
words are rich with synonym. The lexicon developed has
been used to determine the polarity of Malay opinion
words. Based on our experiment results, the performance
of the proposed lexicon is acceptable.

Fig. 10. Polarity assigning

Experiment and Evaluation
This section evaluates the automated process of
developing sentiment lexicons which are useful in
sentiment analysis tasks. We carried out the
experiments using the tweets of Telekom domain.
About 9000 adjective words which were extracted from
Malay tweets were used as the seed word to build
Mlex. The polarities of these seed words were manually
tagged. About 500 tweets were used to test the process
of extracting and assigning polarity automatically.
From the 500 tweets around 1330 opinion words which
comprise of “KA” and “KK” are extracted. The 1330
opinion words are assigned with their respective
polarity using the automation lexicon generation. The
performance of the automatic lexicon generation is
evaluated by using four indexes. The four indexes are
accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score.
Table 4 shows the confusion matrix of polarity
assigning for the 1330 opinion words. It can be seen that
the true positive produced is 46% and the true negative
produced is 39%. False negative and false positive are 2
and 11% respectively.
Table 5 shows the result produced by the automation
lexicon generation. The recall and precision are
distinguish good for the automatic word polarity
assigning which are about 95 and 86%. In summary the
Malay sentiment lexicon developed able to extract and
automate the process with reasonable result. From
evaluation 11% actual negative is predicted as positive
due to ambiguous meaning word and there is no
synonym entry for the particular word. The same reason
goes for the 2% actual positive is predicted as negative.
Based on the evaluation carried out, the performance of
the Automation Malay lexicon is acceptable and able to
increase the words in lexicon.
The work described above can be extended for
phrases. From observation it is noted that opinion of a
product not only depends on a single word but more than
one words (phrase). Therefore our future work will be
developing lexicon based on phrases.
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